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Dear Animal Friends!

January 2013

We hope all of you have started well into the new year! My husband Werner and I had a good time in
Germany over Christmas and were glad to see that things went fairly smoothly while we were away.
Also with winning the first price at the Facebook competition from the Animal Friends Insurance in England,
we experienced a pretty spectacular start into the new year and received a great financial support. We won
240,000 Thai Baht, which will be invested in terribly necessary repair work at our shelter in Baan Taling Nam
and our constantly broken DRCS-cars. Once again: Thank you to everyone who voted for us.
We are Thankful for the immediate response and help we received after our emergency outcry a few months
ago when we were in such a serious financial situation. We hope that also in the NewYear we can count on
your support in order to keep our Foundation going strong. We would also Thank our local island Newspaper
‘Samui Express’ who’s been printing several articles about us over the past year.
Below you can see Mr. Chrust-Face who’s suffered from a terrible kind of mange and living on the street in
the hot heat didn’t help his skin condition either. Thankfully we were contacted by an animal friendly resident
and were able to catch the dog. Just over 4 weeks later, Mr. Chrust-Face has recovered well and enjoys a
different kind of living now…

This is Mr. Chrust-Face today…a little speepy but happy
that the constant iching has stopped.

Mr. Chrust-Face

If you know about any animal friendly Thai-person looking for a job (with drivers licence for a car), we are
employing new helpers at the moment, salary starts with 9,000/month (social insurance possible).

Operation list December 2012
Dog (Female)
123

Dog (Male)
10

Cat (Female)
9

Cat (Male)
5

Other
11

Total
158

Thank you very much for all your help. We hope we can count on your continued support so that we can make even more
progress in the future. We believe our efforts to make Koh Samui more animal-friendly have made it a happier and safer
place for tourists, for which the tourists are grateful. Our four-legged friends are most grateful for your contribution!
Best wishes

Brigitte and the DCRSF-Team

